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The GM Ecotec engine , also known by its codename L , is a family of all-aluminium inline-four
engines , displacing between 1. While these engines were based on the GM Family II engine ,
the architecture was substantially re-engineered for the new Ecotec application produced since
The engine uses aluminum pistons and cast iron cylinder liners. Vibration is reduced with twin
balance shafts. The first engine in the Ecotec Gen I line-up was Ecotec 2. The current Ecotec
line is manufactured in Tonawanda, New York ,. LK9 is a turbocharged 2. The engine features a
five-bearing forged steel crankshaft, strengthened connecting rods, redesigned pistons, piston
oil cooling jets, reprofiled camshafts and an integrated oil cooler. All vehicles using this engine
feature Saab's Trionic 8 T8 engine management system as well as a revised valve train. The
timing chain and timing gears are also new, along with Saab's Direct Ignition system. The
reinforcements, turbocharging, intercooling, internals, dual overhead camshaft, and such were
developed by GM Powertrain Sweden Saab Automobile Powertrain. Maximum boost is The LSJ
shares many of its components with the LK9 such as: piston cooling jets, oil cooler, pistons,
connecting rods, crankshaft, oil pan, sodium-filled exhaust valves and cylinder head. Unlike its
notably harsh predecessor, the engine was designed for smoothness. The oil filter housing was
cast into the block with a removable cover and replaceable paper element. It did not use an EGR
valve. The L61 is a 2. The Ecotec 2. There are a few variations to the standard L The Saturn
L-Series has a high output version with higher compression and more aggressive camshaft. The
â€” Chevrolet Malibu uses a version with electronic throttle control and a special unitized
exhaust manifold and catalytic converter. The Malibu and Saturn versions also use return-less
fuel injection. For , introduced an updated version of the L61 based on the Gen II design. The
supercharger and inlet manifold from the 2. A direct injection version of the 2. In these
applications, the engine is mounted longitudinally. Displacement is 2. Compression is 9. The
sodium filled exhaust valves were based on technology developed for the Corvette V8
powertrains. The sodium fuses and becomes a liquid at idle, which improves conductivity and
draws heat away from the valve face and valve guide towards the stem to be cooled by the
engine oil circulating in this area. The "Gen II" block is similar to the 2. The Gen II block was
developed using data from racing programs and computer simulations. The bore walls and
bulkheads were strengthened with a weight increase of 2. The coolant jackets were expanded to
improve heat transfer, resulting in a coolant capacity increase of 0. The kit is covered by the
cars' existing GM warranties. This was the final Stage 2 performance tune the Ecotec family, to
date. With the demise of the GM Performance Division , performance tunes like this have been
relegated to the aftermarket sector. This despite newer engines being more durable, and tuned
to lower horsepower levels in numerous sport-car applications. Unique LNF features [7]
include:. An updated variant of the LNF also with 9. In , the L61 received a multitude of changes,
that originated from the LE5. It switched to the higher-strength Gen II block and received a
revised cylinder head enlarged exhaust ports and camshaft design increased exhaust valve
duration. The engine also switched from wasted spark ignition to individual coil-on-plug
ignition; this forced the cam cover to be redesigned. It was also switched to an E37 engine
controller with new crank and cam sensors replacing timing sensor previously found in ignition
cassette. These changes increase horsepower slightly and allow the engine to meet PZEV
standards. The LAP is a 2. Compression ratio is Major features that set it apart from the 2. The
LE8 is an E85 compatible 2. The LE5 is a larger 2. Compression is The engine uses a reinforced
"Gen II" block. C70 Powered Metal from July on. The LE5 or a close variant is also used in the
Polaris Slingshot announced July 27, , coupled with a 5-speed manual transmission and a final
belt drive. The Slingshot is a three-wheeled side-by-side street vehicle, classed as a motorcycle.
The LAT is the designation used for the 2. The LE9 is an E85 compatible version of the 2. The
LAF is a direct injected 2. It uses technology based on GM's other four-cylinder direct injection
applications, but with unique features designed for its specific application. This includes an
Bore, stroke, and compression ratio all remain the same. Bore and stroke are both Peak output
is lower than the LTG, but is achieved at lower rpm for both power and torque. Bore is The new
combustion system developed with GM's proprietary computational fluid dynamics CFD
analysis software features a higher compression ratio which helps improve fuel efficiency and
has improved knock resistance. The balance shafts are relocated from the cylinder block to oil
pan module. The two-piece steel-aluminum oil pan features in-pan integrated oil-pump
assembly driven by the balance shaft with a shorter inverted-tooth chain. Other improvements
include inverted-tooth chain driving the camshaft, forged steel crankshaft, cast aluminum
bedplate with main bearing cap inserts made of iron, high-pressure fuel rail with rubber-isolated
assembly, acoustically shielded plastic cover for the intake manifold, and structurally enhanced
aluminum camshaft cover and front cover. The engine also uses a variable-displacement oil
pump and an actively controlled thermostat. Displacement for the 2. Continuously commanded
by engine control unit , the valve rocker arm switches between high-lift and low-lift profiles on

the camshaft, actuated by an oil control valve through a two-feed stationary hydraulic lash
adjuster , allowing for either 4. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine.
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OEM-style barbed hangers for easy installation, mandrel bends to prevent exhaust flow
restrictions, and MagnaFlow's legendary straight-through, wide-open, stainless steel muffler to
provide a smooth, deep tone outside of the vehicle. All MagnaFlow exhaust systems are
factory-checked for proper fitment and dyno-tested to verify performance gains. These kits
include all necessary installation hardware and some include a polished, stainless steel exhaust
tip. They're backed by MagnaFlow's lifetime warranty, so you will be able to enjoy a rich,
powerful sound--from now on! Most of our exhaust products are warranted against blowouts
and defects in material and workmanship for as long as the original purchaser owns the vehicle
on which it was originally installed. The warranty is void if the exhaust products are not
installed properly on the vehicle for which it is designed. This warranty does not apply to any
exhaust product which has been installed on any commercial or racing vehicle or which has
been improperly installed, altered, or subjected to misuse or damage from accidents. Also, cost
of labor and any additional parts required to complete installation of a replacement product are
not covered by this warranty. The warranty certificate, along with proof of purchase, MUST be
presented to the service outlet from which you originally purchased the exhaust product, or any
participating dealer, when making a claim for replacement. The original exhaust product must
also be returned and exchanged for a new exhaust product of the same part number. No other
warranty, expressed or implied including merchantability , applies to the exhaust product, nor is
any person or the manufacturer authorized to assume any other warranty. The manufacturer
does not assume any responsibility for any consequential damages occurred by the exhaust
product, or inconvenience or interruption in any operation. This warranty gives you specific
legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. LMPerformance
has an extensive line of Magnaflow parts at a great price. Performance catalytic converters,
exhaust systems, x- pipes and mufflers for your vehicle are manufactured in the USA with
premium components. Their thirty years of experience results in a quality product backed up by
a reliable company. The Magnaflow muffler has a perforated stainless steel core, mesh wrap
and acoustical fiber. Best of all they come with a lifetime guarantee. Magnaflow exhaust kits are
ideal for your diesel or gas performance vehicle. They are designed to give you years of
trouble-free performance and a great sound. Let LMPerformance help you with your exhaust
selection. Car Sound Exhaust System, Inc. The team at MAGNAFLOW wants to be able to give
you a primo product that is manufactured here in the United States and is of exceptional quality
and because they are confident in the quality of their products they give you a lifetime warranty.
MAGNAFLOW has a twofold concern when it comes to their aftermarket performance parts and
those are the same as you have â€”inimitable power gains and outstanding sound and they
design their systems to give you both without sacrificing either one. Every part is strategically
tested to make certain it results in the expected power gains and the MAGNAFLOW mufflers are
fabricated with a free flowing design and a perforated stainless steel center, mesh wrap and
acoustical fiber fill to assure y9u of a sui generis sound quality. With tighter restrictions on
emissions and ever changing technology on cars the challenge to design and manufacture a
aftermarket exhaust systems that can meet these demands yet still perform to the car owners
expectations is a daunting one but MAGNAFLOW is just the company to meet this challenge
with their facility in California, a state with already restrictive CARB rules, they have been
dealing with these problems from the start. Wash hands after handling. For more information,
visit Buyer takes all responsibility to ensure that any modifications or upgrades that have done
conform to all applicable laws and regulations for road use, especially pertaining to safety and
emissions. This policy shall be in force for all past, current, and future purchases from

LMPerformance, Inc. All other locations extra. Examples would be SPEC stage 3 clutch kits
which all use the same photo. Sometimes we get mistakes in product information sent from
vendors such as typos. We can not be responsible for these typos, if you see something that
does not look right please let us know before ordering so we can double check for you first.
LMPerformance will not pay for typos in any way, monetarily or otherwise. Below are other
popular parts other customers have purchased for their Pontiac G5. Originating in the work
force at Late Model Performance has maintained a noteworthy high level of customer service
and has made available a multifarious selection of new performance automotive parts and
appurtenances represented by some of the preeminent names in the automotive performance
parts industry. The vehicles represented range from to the present date and our inventory is
tremendous and is continually rejuvenated for the purpose of offering an incomparable number
and multiplicity of parts to meet the customer's every need. Our 5-star service is an additional
reason to shop at Late Model Performance. See what LM Performance looked like in Orders are
placed same day with Magnaflow. Vendors typically take about 5 days to ship. About Magnaflow
History and information about Magnaflow and their products. The item i got was great and I love
it but the only problem that I faced was the issue of where my package was. I was getting
information that it was coming at a certain date and it was delayed. It might have been
MagnaFlows fault but I not sure. Magnaflow Catback 3. Took 2 cuts. Instructions didn't come
with page 2, but I was able to find it on the net and print that out. I got it all done in about 3 hrs.
The hardest part is getting all the clamp connections not to move when tightening them down,
and then have to keep tightening to get all the junctions to seal to eliminate any blow-by Sound
is amazing compared to the stock system. Always love Magnaflow systems. Current Mods:
Magnaflow Catback 3. Magnaflow State Direct Fit Catalytic Converter Driver Side - Standard
Grade Firebird V8; SLP camaro By: Butch Ownership: 1 week - 1 month we had to replace the y
pipe due to the customer running thier car off road the OEM y pipe is nonexistant, i was almost
ready to have one made to finish this job then i found this one on LM performance on a web
search, i was realy not sure it would work but i was desparate,i also ordered a pair of magnaflow
49 state direct fit catalytic converts, i have to tell you these three parts saved me some hassle
they are great the difference between the oem y pipe and the new one is the oem is flat and
looks restrictive, the new one is round and "full open" these parts fit as good as OEM only
difference is the center "exhaust" crossmember had to be taken off for clearance and it is realy
not anything but a scrape guard. Current Mods: slp camaro. Not to loud just right. It has more
bass I'd say then other exhaust although it does sound a little leaky tho. It was easy to put on a
little tight around the rear end. I did noticed a little more power. Ford provided the holes for the
drivers side but we had to
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tap them. The exhaust has a great sound but somewhat louder than I expected especially inside
the vehicle. First off Magnaflow should mention to have to purchase a rear hanger for the driver
muffler and make sure you order the V6 hanger the same as on the passenger side it looks like
a hook with a rubber figure eight. There are two hangers on the OEM muffler you case use one
for the driver side rear. I did contact Magnaflow while we where installing and there Tech
support guy was new and he couldn't tell much he thought a part was missing rubber hanger
that I had to order from Ford. Oeverall not a bad system there is a deep rubble inside the car
when taking off but the rear pipe sounds is very nice. LMP has one of the best prices out there
for this system. Get it professionally installed. Current Mods: Stock V6. Current Mods: stock
mustang manual gear. Other Popular Parts Below are other popular parts other customers have
purchased for their Pontiac G5. Recently Viewed. Privacy Policy.

